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Abstract
In this work, the technical feasibility of a fluidized and a fixed bed heat exchanger in a concentrating
solar power (CSP) tower for heat recovery applications is analysed using Two-Fluid Model simulations. The
heat recovery process analysed in this work corresponds to the discharge of sensible heat from solid particles.
In the cases studied, the fluidizing agent of the bed is carbon dioxide (CO2 ) in supercritical conditions and
the particles, which constitute the bed material, are sensible heat storage material. CO2 is gaining attention
in its application as a working fluid in thermodynamic cycles for power generation, especially in transcritical
and supercritical conditions due to its high density and excellent heat transfer characteristics. Currently,
research is focused on exploring the CO2 capabilities when used in combination with CSP technologies,
together with systems that allow the storage and recovery of the solar thermal energy.
Fixed or fluidized beds work as a direct contact heat exchanger between the particles and the working
fluid that percolates through the bed material. Several bed configurations are presented to derive the optimal
configuration of the bed that enhances the efficiency from both the energetic and the exergetic points of
view. The results indicate that a fixed bed heat exchanger produces a maximum increase of availability in
the CO2 flow during longer times than a fluidized bed heat exchanger. Therefore, to maximise the exergy
recovery from solar heated particles to supercritical CO2 a fixed bed heat exchanger is more suitable than
a fluidized bed heat exchanger.
Keywords: Supercritical carbon dioxide; fluidized bed; fixed bed; heat exchanger; concentrating solar
power.

1. Introduction
In the last decades, the use of solar energy as a renewable alternative to fossil fuels for power generation
has received great impulse. Solar energy is an ubiquitous, clean, and readily accessible renewable energy
source. Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) technologies are an important alternative for providing clean and
renewable electricity in the present and in the future. CSP can be integrated with large thermal storage
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systems to store part of the energy captured during the day to be used along the night or during cloudy
days. Storage systems can also soften the short period fluctuations of the energy captured as a consequence
of the transient blockage of the sun by a cloud. Besides, CSP offers the possibility of hybridization of
CSP with fossil fuels [1]. Central receivers, located at the top of the tower, absorb the incident radiation
from the heliostat field and are considered to be the most critical element in CSP technology. Current
central receiver technologies typically employ either water/steam or molten nitrate salt as heat transfer
fluid [2]. The input temperatures of the working fluid in the receiver should be maximized to enhance the
thermal-to-electric efficiency of the power cycles. However, at temperatures above 600 o C, molten nitrate salt
becomes chemically unstable, producing oxide ions that are highly corrosive, which results in a significant
salt consumption and increses the damage to the central receiver [3].
Recently, carbon-dioxide (CO2 ) is becoming an attractive working−fluid for thermodynamic power cycles due to several reasons: it is inexpensive, capable of withstanding very high temperatures, non−toxic,
non−combustible, non−explosive, and abundant [4, 5]. CO2 also has a moderate critical pressure (7.38
MPa) and critical temperature (31.1 o C). Because of that, interest in the use of supercritical-CO2 as a
working−fluid for power cycles has been growing lately especially in the contexts of waste−heat recovery,
solar thermal and nuclear power generation [6, 7, 8]. Ortega et al. [9] analysed the thermal and mechanical
stresses of the tubes of a tubular receiver containing CO2 in supercritical conditions and concluded that
the tubes can work during the lifetime of the receiver. Furthermore, the high density of CO2 near the
critical point allows to minimize compressor work, yielding a potentially higher cycle efficiency. In addition,
these supercritical systems are projected as compact cycles to have a smaller weight, volume and thermal
mass inertia, reducing the complexity of the power block compared to Rankine cycles. The realization of
these designs may also result in reduced installation, maintenance and operation costs of the system [10].
Cycles based on carbon dioxide has been already proposed as an alternative for central receiver solar power
plants, either as Brayton or combined Brayton−Organic Rankine Cyles [11]. In this regard, Wang et al.
[12] performed a detailed analysis of the different possibilities of Brayton cycles using supercritical CO2 for
solar power tower plants. They concluded that the inter-cooling cycle layout and the partial-cooling cycle
layout can generally yield the best performances. They proposed the use of novel molten salts capable of
exceeding the current limit of 650 o C as in the receiver to transfer heat to the CO2 .
Furthermore, some studies consider the thermal energy storage unit in CO2 based power generation
systems. Osorio et al. [13] considered a molten salt tank for thermal energy storage which was charged with
CO2 . Liu et al. [14] proposed a spherical granite packed bed instead and Zhang et al. [15] incorporated
different storage units to the CO2 system where energy was accumulated either as sensible and latent heat,
using CO2 as working fluid, both at high and low pressure. None of the studies analysed in detail the thermal
behaviour of the thermal energy storage system, but the overall efficiency of the plant (receiver, power block,
etc.). Recently, Johnson et al. [16] numerically analysed the performance of a packed bed thermal energy
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storage system with supercritical CO2 as working fluid. The system allows to store 70000 kWh in a huge
system with storage times of several hours. Their system was fed laterally neglecting buoyancy effects and
they obtained fractional exergetic efficiencies of around 80% for the cases studied.
Figure 1 sketches a possible configuration of a solar power plant using a regenerative Brayton cycle.
In the sketch, the working fluid of the Brayton cycle (CO2 in supercritical conditions) is directly heated
in the receiver and a storage tank is proposed. The tank would be charged when the energy available at
the receiver is more than enough to supply the cycle and would be discharged when the energy capture in
the receiver cannot fulfil the demand of the cycle. Among the different possibilities for thermal storage in
concentrated solar power plants [17], the storage tank proposed is composed of a granular material which
will exchange heat by direct contact with the working fluid. Depending on the velocity of the working
fluid, the bed material conforming the storage system can be under fluidized or fixed conditions. Fixed bed
configurations have been widely studied for thermal energy storage, either as sensible heat or latent heat
[17]. For example, Hänchen et al. [18] and Zanganeh et al. [19] studied, experimentally and numerically,
a fixed bed of rocks for high temperature storage fluidized with air at ambient pressure. Anderson et al.
[20] and Opitz and Treffinger [21] also developed numerical models to simulate packed beds at moderated
and high temperature, respectively, both again using air at ambient pressure. Cascetta et al. [22] performed
CFD simulations and experimental measurements for a packed bed with air up to 300 o C. They concluded
the importance of considering temperature dependant properties in the simulation. In the present work,
both configurations, fixed and fluidized bed, will be studied to maximize the heat recovery from an exergetic
point of view.
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Figure 1: Sketch of solar power plant with particles storage tank.
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Furthermore, an alternative to Figure 1 configuration or to the use of molten salts, the particles employed
in a storage tank of a CSP plant could be directly those of a particle receiver, i.e., direct particle heating
[23]. Compared to the system described in Figure 1, direct particle heating would lead to higher system
efficiencies since this configuration requires no heat exchanger to recover the heat absorbed in the receiver
to the particles of the storage system, which may induce certain heat losses. However, the usage of direct
particle heating involves the particle receiver working pressurized and this would imply a more complicated
operation of the plant. Particle receivers are currently designed and tested to achieve higher operating
temperatures with potential to increase the maximum temperature of the heat transfer media above 1000o C
and to increase the receiver efficiency. Besides, they can constitute inexpensive direct storage and can also
be used to produce thermochemical reactions and process heat [24]. Specifically, in dense particle suspension
(DPS) receivers, particles are forced to ascend through the receiver tubes and then the heated particles are
stored and recirculated using fluidized bed systems [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30].
In the field of fluidization, very few attempts have been done to use CO2 in supercritical conditions as
a fluidizing agent. Poletto et al. [31] fluidized a bed of particles with CO2 in several conditions to analyse
the differences between gas-solid fluidization and more alike liquid-solid fluidization when the temperature
and pressure of the CO2 where close to supercritical conditions. Marzocchella and Salatino [32] and Vogt
et al. [33] reached the supercritical conditions of CO2 to analyse experimentally the fluid dynamics of the
bed. Using water in supercritical conditions instead of CO2 , Wei and Lu [34] and Lu et al. [35] analysed
the fluidization behaviour of a bed based on pressure fluctuations and heat transfer between bed and wall,
respectively. Rodrı́guez-Rojo and Cocero [36] performed a first attempt to model a bed fluidized with
supercritical CO2.
The number of works studying heat transfer in fluidized beds is relatively large. These studies can be
divided in two main groups: those focused on the heat transfer between a solid surface and the dense bed
(both fluid and particles), and those aimed to study the exchange of heat between the solid material and
the fluidizing agent [37, 38]. In the latter group, the main use is for fluidized bed heat regenerators. Early
studies proposed simplified mathematical models for fixed [39] and fluidized bed regenerators [40]. The
use of fluidized beds as heat regenerators are also used with liquid-solid fluidized beds [41]. More recently,
Shahhosseini et al. [42] experimentally analyzed the performance of a periodic fluidized bed heat exchanger
and Ehsani et al. [43] numerically analyzed the effect of particle properties on a liquid-solid fluidized bed heat
exchanger. Tan et al. [44] successfully substituted a plate heat exchanger by a fluidized bed heat exchanger
increasing the thermal performance by ∼15%. Furthermore, some recent studies, mainly numerical but
also experimental, have been focused on studying in detail the heat transfer mechanism in fluidized beds.
Zhou et al. [45] and Al-Arkawazi [46] collected experimental data from the literature and developed thermal
models that were incorporated in DEM codes. Chao et al. [47] experimentally measured the heat transfer
between freely moving spheres and the dense phase of a fluidized bed and developed a model based on
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thermal resistances. Patil et al. [48] used DEM to study heat transfer from bubble to the emulsion phase.
Lichtenegger et al. [49] incorporated a heat transfer model into a recurrence DEM model which may reduce
the computational cost. Lu et al. [50] added a heat transfer model to a coarse grained particle method and
validated it with DEM detailed data and experimental results.
Numerical simulations of fluidized bed systems constitute a complementary tool to experiments, either to
analyse variables difficult to measure in experimental units or to test extreme experimental conditions. The
most common numerical techniques to simulate fluidized beds are Eulerian−Eulerian Two−Fluid Models
(TFM) [51, 52, 53], Eulerian−Lagrangian approaches such as Discrete Element Models (DEM) [54, 55], or a
combination of both strategies (coupled TFM−DEM) [56, 57]. The use of these techniques combined with
experiments can be very effective to achieve a detailed analysis of the hydrodynamics of complex gas−solids
systems [58, 59]. In the TFM approach, the gas phase and the particles or solid phase are treated as two
interpenetrating continua in an Eulerian framework, using the conservation equations of fluids. The DEM
strategy is based on a Lagrangian simulation of each particle trajectory coupled with an Eulerian simulation
of the bulk gas flow. In the coupled TFM−DEM hybrid model, the gas and solid phases are modelled as two
inter-penetrating continua as in the TFM, combined with the Lagrangian simulation of discrete particles.
The selection of the most suitable model depends on the characteristics of the system. The DEM produces
a more detailed solution but at a higher computational cost, whereas the TFM needs less computational
effort and the level of detail of the numerical solution is also decreased. For moderate size, lab scale units, or
studies that need large simulation times, the TFM is usually a better option due to the lower computational
cost. Furthermore, experimentation of supercritical fluids, such as CO2 , can entail certain difficulties because
of the high temperature and pressure required, considerably reducing the number of experimental works.
Therefore, the usage of numerical simulations is an excellent alternative, and possibly the unique, to study
in detail fluidized systems which operate with working fluids in such conditions.
The present work performs TFM simulations of alumina based particles, commonly used for heat storage
[17] as bed material, fluidized with CO2 at high temperature and pressure conditions. The main objective is
to study the technical feasibility of using beds, either in fixed or fluidized regime, as a heat recovery device
in concentrating solar power plants. The bed acts as a direct contact heat exchanger between the storage
material and the working fluid, CO2 in supercritical conditions for the present study. The novelties of the
work arise with the use of CO2 in supercritical conditions, both as working fluid of the cycle and as fluidizing
agent, and the comparison between fixed and fluidized bed regimes for heat recovery applications.

2. Model description
The open−source MFIX−TFM code, developed at the Energy Technology Laboratory of the US Department of Energy [60], was used to conduct the numerical simulations of a 2D bubbling fluidized bed and
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a 2D fixed bed. In the MFIX−TFM code, an Eulerian–Eulerian approach is employed, considering the gas
and the solid phases as Eulerian continuous phases. The 2D domain simulated represents a central plane of
a cylindrical bed.
The continuum description of the gas and dense phases, i.e., Two−Fluid Model, is based on the equations
of mass and momentum conservation and granular temperature balance [61]. The governing equations for
the Two−Fluid Model are summarized in the following lines. The subscript s is referred to the solid phase
and g to the gas phase.
Mass conservation of the gas and solid, continuum phases:
∂
(αg ρg ) + O · (αg ρg v~g ) = 0
∂t
∂
(αs ρs ) + O · (αs ρs v~s ) = 0
∂t

(1)
(2)

Momentum conservation of the gas and solid phases:
∂
(αg ρg v~g ) + O · (αg ρg v~g v~g ) = −αg Opg + O · τg + αg ρg ~g + Kgs (v~s − v~g )
∂t

(3)

∂
(αs ρs v~s ) + O · (αs ρs v~s v~s ) = −αs Opg − Ops + O · τs + αs ρs~g + Kgs (v~g − v~s )
∂t

(4)

where pi is the pressure and τi is the stress tensor for phase i.
The balance for the granular temperature, Θ, is:
3
2




∂
(ρs αs Θ) + O · (ρs αs v~s Θ) = (−ps I + τs ) : Ov~s + O · (kΘ OΘ) − γΘ − 3Kgs Θ
∂t

(5)

where (−ps I + τs ) : Ov~s is the generation of Θ by the solids stresses, kΘ OΘ is the diffusion of Θ, γΘ is
the collisional dissipation of Θ and 3Kgs Θ is the transfer of random kinetic energy between the solids and
the gas. In Equations 3, 4 and 5, Kgs is the drag force between the gas and the solid phase. The drag force
correlation for the gas−solid interaction proposed by Beetstra et al. [62] was used in this work.
Conservation of internal energy for the gas phase:




∂ (αg ρg cp,g Tg )
+ O · (αg ρg cp,g Tg v~g ) = −O · q~g − Hgs + Hw,g (Tw − Tg )
∂t

(6)

Energy balance for the solid phase:



∂ (αs ρs cp,s Ts )
+ O · (αs ρs cp,s Ts v~s )
∂t


= −O · q~s + Hgs + Hw,s (Tw − Ts )
6

(7)

q~g is the gas conductive heat flux, calculated using Fourier’s law:
q~g = −αg kg OTg

(8)

Hgs is the gas-solid interphase heat transfer:
Hgs = hgs (Tg − Ts )

(9)

where hgs is the convection coefficient between the gas phase and the solid phase, which can be estimated
using the particle Nusselt number defined as follows:
Nu =

d2s hgs
6kg αs

(10)

The correlation of Gunn [63] was used to estimate the particle Nusselt number. Buist et al. [64] carried
out experiments and Direct Numerical Simulations for different gas−solid system and showed a remarkable
good comparison between them and the estimations of the Gunn correlation.

1/3
N u = (7 − 10αg + 5αg2 )(1 + 0.7Re0.2
) + (1.33 + 2.4αs + 1.2αg2 )Res P r1/3
s Pr

(11)

with the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers as: Re = ds |v~s − v~g |ρg /µg and P r = cp,g µg /kg .
Hw accounts for the heat transfer between the corresponding phase and the wall and q~s is the solids
conductive heat flux calculated as:
q~s = −αs ks OTs

(12)

~qs accounts for the heat flux through the solids porous phase and ks is the effective solid phase conductivity, both of which calculated following Kuipers et al. [65]. Due to the small size of the particles
that conformed the bed, the Biot number is much lower than unity, which means that spatial gradients of
temperature inside a particle are negligible compared to the macroscopic gradients in the bed.
2.1. Preliminary simulations of fluidization with sCO2
For this section, a 2D bed of 0.3 m width, 0.7 m height and 0.3 m of static bed height was used with
different mesh sizes to analyse the mesh sensitivity and to estimate the minimum fluidization velocity. Air
and CO2 were employed as fluidizing agents, at ambient conditions as well as conditions of high temperature
(T = 973 K) and pressure (p = 200 bar). These latter conditions turn the CO2 to supercritical conditions.
Gas properties were calculated based on the database of Burcat and Ruscic [66], depending on temperature
7

Table 1: Simulation properties.

Bed height, H [m]

0.7

Bed width, W [m]

0.3

Static bed height, h0 [m]

0.3
3

Bed material density, ρs [kg/m ]

3300

Bed material diameter, ds [µ m]

280

Coefficient of restitution, es [−]

0.9

Solids specific heat, cps [J/kgK]

1241

Solids thermal conductivity, ks [W/mK]

4

Angle in internal friction, Φ [deg]

30

and pressure. To illustrate the variations of CO2 properties in supercritical conditions, Figure 2 plots some
normalized properties of CO2 at 200 bar for different temperatures. Each property, π, is normalized with
its maximum, π0 , for the temperature range presented. The maximum value of each property is included in
the figure legend.
1.2
1

/ 0 (-)

0.8

0

= 905.57 kg/m³

i 0 = 1383.8 J/kg

c p,0 = 2621.3 J/kgK
0

= 9.2808e-05 Pa s

k 0 = 0.10739 W/mK

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
300

500

700

T (K)

900

1100

Figure 2: Variation of CO2 properties with temperature for p = 200 bar. The legend shows the maximum of each property
used for normalisation and the shadowed region indicates the temperature range of the present study.

Each of the simulations in this section were carried out at constant temperature to capture only the
hydrodynamic effects. The solids employed as bed material posses properties similar to alumina particles,
which are typically employed for heat storage [17]. Besides, particles of such characteristics have also been
developed [67] and employed as direct absorption and storage media for falling particle receivers [2]. The
properties of the bed and the particles used in the simulations are presented in Table 1. Particle properties
match those reported by [67].
The 2D computational domain was meshed with a uniform grid and a second order accurate scheme was
selected to discretise the convective derivatives of the governing equations. The gas flow is fed uniformly
8

through the bottom of the bed using a velocity inlet boundary condition. The gas flow leaves the system
through the top boundary at a constant pressure. A no-slip boundary condition is used for the gas and
continuum solid phases at the side walls of the bed. Previous works have demonstrated that the lateral
boundary condition does not have a strong effect in this kind of simulations [68, 69]. In the simulations
of this section, both the particles and the gas are at the same temperature, the bed is assumed to be
well isolated, which means that the walls are considered adiabatic and, therefore, these simulations are
isothermal. To increase the accuracy of the simulations, the balance for the granular temperature is solved
using the partial differential equation (Equation 5) instead of a simplified algebraic equation.
2.1.1. Mesh sensitivity
The first part of the results is focused on the mesh sensitivity analysis. Fluidization using CO2 in
supercritical conditions (sCO2 ) may differ from the classical gas−solid fluidization. Therefore, typical mesh
sizes for gas−solid systems encountered in the literature should be taken with caution in the present case.
Li et al. [68] and Hernández-Jiménez et al. [69] concluded that a mesh of 5 mm length is appropriate to
simulate gas−solid fluidized beds with similar characteristics to those of the present work, except for the
supercritical condition of the fluidizing agent.
Figure 3 represents some instantaneous snapshots of the solids volume fraction, αs , for different meshes
of square cell size with ∆s = 5, 4, 3, 2.5 and 2 mm in length. The cases simulated were run at a temperature
T = 898 K and a pressure of p = 200 bar, which are conditions similar to those analysed in Section 3 (same
pressure and average temperature) and the superficial gas velocity, U0 , is 0.07 m/s. Figure 3 shows that
the structures appearing in the bed differ from the classical rounded bubbles found in gas−solid bubbling
fluidized beds. This can be mainly attributed to the increase of density of the gas at such conditions, which
increases two orders of magnitude from ambient conditions. In view of Figure 3, a mesh of 5 mm size is
not fine enough to solve the aforementioned structures, as well as the mesh of 4 mm. Nonetheless, a more
quantitative analysis is required to shed light into the differences obtained between the meshes of 3 mm, 2.5
mm and 2 mm.
Figure 4 shows the time averaged bubble fraction of the bed, δb , as a function of the different mesh
sizes tested. Data is extracted every 0.05 s during 20 s and the start-up is eliminated to calculate the
time−averaged value. The bubble fraction, δb , represents the fraction of the total frontal area occupied by
bubbles at each time instant divided by the initial frontal area of the bed. A bubble is defined as the area
delimited with a value of αs = 0.3. Therefore, δb is calculated at each time instant and the time average of
δb is performed subsequently. It is clear from Figure 4 that, in terms of δb , a mesh of 2.5 mm have reached
mesh independence since the time averaged δb is almost the same for the 2.5 (30404 nodes) and 2 mm (53504
nodes) meshes. The mesh size selected hereafter is 2.5 mm for all the cases.
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Figure 3: Instantaneous snapshots of the solids volume fraction, αs , for different mesh sizes. Fluidization with sCO2 at U0 =
0.07 m/s, T = 898 K, p = 200 bar.
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Figure 4: Time averaged bubble fraction, δb , for different mesh sizes.

2.1.2. Minimum fluidization velocity estimation under high temperature and pressure
This subsection focuses on the estimation of the minimum fluidization velocity, Umf , under ambient
conditions and conditions of high temperature (T = 973 K) and pressure (p = 200 bar), using the parameters
of Table 1. The calculation of Umf from the Two-Fluid Model is important for two reasons; firstly to check if
the model matches the estimations from classical correlations and, secondly, to clearly distinguish fixed and
fluidized bed regimes to properly accomplish the subsequent analysis. The temperature selected to estimate
Umf is the maximum temperature of the problem analysed (see Section 3). In general, Umf decreases with
temperature. Thus, if Umf were determined at a lower temperature than the maximum, the bed would be
fluidized even at values U0 /Umf < 1 if the gas temperature increases sufficiently in the bed. The fluidizing
agents studied are air and CO2 . The aim of using air and CO2 at different conditions is to perform a
practical validation of Umf with classical correlations found in the literature. Air at ambient conditions is
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included in the comparison because correlations and simulation models have been developed and tested in
such conditions. Hence, they can give an idea of the deviation between the simulation and the correlations
for Umf . The effect of pressure and temperature is considered in these correlations through the variation of
density and viscosity of the fluidizing agent. The correlations used for the validation are those proposed by
Ergun [70], Wen & Yu (W-Y) [71], Carman−Kozeny (C-K) [72] and Grace [73]. The method of the mean
pressure was employed to estimate Umf using the simulations results for different gas velocities within a
range from 1 cm/s to 15 cm/s.
13
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Ergun
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TFM

Figure 5: Minimum fluidization velocity, Umf , estimation with different correlations and predicted by TFM simulations. Empty
symbols represents ambient conditions and filled symbols T = 973 K and p = 200 bar.
is used for air and 4 for CO2 .

Figure 5 shows the minimum fluidization velocity estimation, Umf , obtained form different correlations
and predicted by the simulations. The differences between the different correlations are small, within ±1
cm/s at ambient conditions and ±0.5 cm/s at high temperature and high pressure. The differences that the
TFM prediction presents regarding any of the correlations is of the same order. Differences between ambient
conditions and high pressure and temperature conditions can be also observed on Figure 5. The increase of
density and viscosity when increasing both temperature and pressure promotes a reduction of the apparent
minimum fluidization velocity. The values of Umf for air and CO2 are greater at ambient conditions, whereas
these estimations of Umf are closer at high temperature and pressure. In general, dispersion of results of
Umf is smaller at high temperature and pressure than at ambient conditions. Therefore, the estimation of
Umf obtained from the simulations, which resulted in 2.7 cm/s for supercritical CO2 , will be used as base
for the subsequent simulations.

3. Fixed and fluidized bed for heat recovery in concentrating solar power plants
Fixed or fluidized beds can be used as a direct contact heat exchanger between the particles and the
working fluid of a CSP tower, which is CO2 in supercritical conditions in this study (Figure 1). These
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particles can constitute only the storage media of the CSP tower, or the material that captures the energy
in a particle receiver if the receiver−storage assembly were pressurized [17, 23]. Direct contact reduces the
time response and improves the heat transfer efficiency from the solid particles to the heat transfer fluid,
while maintaining the stream exergy of the fluid to enhance the overall power cycle efficiency. Several bed
configurations were simulated to derive the best configuration that enhances heat transfer both from the
energetic and the exergetic points of view. In particular, these simulations can help to analyse the technical
feasibility of using either a fluidized bed or a fixed bed for heat recovery applications using supercritical
CO2 as working fluid.
Table 2 summarizes the bed configurations simulated. The simulation parameters are specified in Section
2.1. The 2D simulation is a simplification of a cylindrical 3D bed with the 2D width representing the 3D bed
diameter (W = Dbed ). Li [74] developed a simplified 2.5D model to simulate 3D cylindrical beds without
the need of considering the full domain. Despite the good prediction of the 2.5D model, he also highlighted
that the 2D simulation yielded good qualitative and reasonable quantitative agreement to experimental
measurements of 3D beds. The mass flow rate of sCO2 and the mass of particles reported in Table 2 are
then those of considering a cylindrical 3D bed of diameter and gas superficial velocity equal to the width
and gas velocity of the simulated 2D bed, respectively. As in the previous section, the bed is assumed to be
well isolated which means that the walls are considered adiabatic. Johnson et al. [16] considered heat losses
through the external walls to the ambient in a similar system resulting in approximately 4% of the thermal
power supplied by the storage system to the turbine. Under the assumption that the dominant thermal
resistance is due to conduction in the bed walls, heat losses would have similar effects on both beds. Thus,
consideration of heat losses through the walls would reduce the efficiency of both systems similarly too. In
all cases, the initial temperature of both the gas and bed material is 973 K and the sCO2 is supplied at a
temperature of 823 K at the bottom of the bed. Assuming a uniform initial temperature of the particles of
973 K means that the charging process, either using particles directly heated in the solar receiver or indirectly
heated by a working fluid, has been totally completed. Only totally charged beds will be considered in the
present work, so the analysis can be focused on the discharging process. This temperature difference, from
823 K to 973 K, represents typical conditions of the sCO2 between the heat recovery unit and the turbine
of a Brayton cycle [7, 75, 76, 77], see Figure 1.
The different configurations of Table 2 used the same amount of bed material. This amount represents
the mass of particles in the storage tank. In the case that the particles come directly from a particle receiver,
it represents the mass of particles that the receiver is capable of heating up in each filling of the storage
tank. Ho [2] reported mass flow rates ranging from 1 to 7 kg/s for the heated particles in a tested particle
receiver of ∼1 MWt . Besides, Besarati and Goswami [75] estimated values around 3 kg/s of mass flow rate
supplied to CO2 for turbines of approximately 300 kW.
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Table 2: Fixed and fluidized bed configurations.

Configuration

1

2

3

4

5

Bed width, W = Dbed [m]

0.3

0.49

0.39

0.6

0.3

Static bed height, h0 [m]

0.3

0.1125

0.1775

0.075

0.3

Gas velocity, U0 [cm/s]

5.4

0.716

0.162

CO2 mass flow, ṁCO2 [kg/s]

0.477

Mass of solid particles, ms [kg]
Fluidization velocity, U0 /Umf [-]
Regime

2.02
0.477

0.302
41.98

2

0.75
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3.1. Fixed and fluidized bed comparison
Configurations 1 and 2 aimed to compare the fixed and fluidized regimes, maintaining the mass flow rate
of CO2 constant. While in Configuration 1 the bed is narrower so that the bed material is more confined
and reaches a higher bed height, in Configuration 2 the bed material is more spread in a wider bed and the
superficial gas velocity for the sCO2 is smaller than in Configuration 1 for the same mass flow rate. This
decrease of superficial gas velocity causes the change from fluidized bed conditions in Configuration 1 to
fixed bed conditions in Configuration 2. Furthermore, the purpose of Configurations 3 and 4 is to compare
the effect of changing the mass flow rate of sCO2 under fixed bed conditions by rearranging the bed material
while maintaining the same sCO2 velocity as Configuration 2, i.e., preserving the fixed bed configuration.
The effect of the fixed and fluidized bed configurations on the heat transfer from particles to the sCO2
was analysed by simulating Configurations 1 and 2 for 300 s of physical time. Figure 6 shows the time
evolution of the gas temperature, TCO2 , obtained in the simulation. The map represents the temperature,
averaged over the horizontal dimension, plotted as a function of the distance to the distributor, y, and
time, t. Both gas and solids are nearly in local thermal equilibrium in the bed, therefore gas temperature
resembles also solids temperature. In Figure 6a, the results for the fixed bed are presented, The solids are
progressively cooled with time, whereas gas is heated while percolating through the layer of solids. An
average gas temperature of TCO2 = 973 K is achieved at the exit of the bed during around 70 s until the
decrease of solids temperature reaches the top of the fixed bed. Then, TCO2 decreases suddenly due to the
decrease of the temperature of the solids in the whole bed. This means that the gas is extracted at the
maximum temperature available during approximately 70 s for a fixed bed. Figure 6b shows the results
for the fluidized regime. In this case, the temperature is almost uniform along the bed height, reflecting
the condition of perfect mixing of the fluidized bed. Due to this perfect mixing, the exit temperature of
the sCO2 decreases progressively from the beginning of the simulation. Also, the higher gas velocity of the
fluidized bed results in a higher heat transfer from the particles to the fluid.
Figure 7 shows the time evolution of the gas temperature, TCO2 , horizontally averaged at the exit, for the
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Figure 6: Contour map of the CO2 temperature, Tco2 , horizontally averaged, as a function of height, y, and time, t, for the
fixed bed (a) and fluidized (b) conditions. Configurations 1 and 2.

fixed and fluidized bed heat exchangers (Configurations 1 and 2 of Table 2). This temperature is extracted
at ∼ 5 cm above the surface of the bed in each case. Remarkable differences for the outlet gas temperature of
a fixed and fluidized bed heat exchanger can be observed in the figure. The fixed bed heat exchanger keeps
a higher outlet gas temperature during a much longer time than the fluidized bed. In fact, the fluidized case
shows an inverse exponential decrease of the gas temperature at the outlet, which is in agreement with a
basic energy balance of the system, in which all the solids reduce their temperature at a rate proportional
to the difference between the solids temperature the inlet gas temperature.
The heat rate, Q̇s , dissipated from the solids to the sCO2 , and the heat rate absorbed by the sCO2 , Q̇CO2 ,
occur in a control volume that encloses the bed. Q̇s and Q̇CO2 must be equal for an externally adiabatic
heat exchanger. For the fluidized bed regime, the temperature of solids, Ts can be considered uniform in all
the bed. The sCO2 is assumed to behave, as a first approximation, as an ideal gas with constant specific
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Figure 7: Outlet gas temperature, TCO2 , horizontally averaged, as a function time, t, for the fixed bed and fluidized conditions.

heats. This assumption is valid since the compressibility factor for the CO2 in the range studied is close to
1 and the specific heat is almost constant (Figure 2). Then, Q̇s and Q̇CO2 can be calculated as:

Q̇s = −ms cp,s

dTs
dt

(13)

Q̇CO2 = ṁCO2 cp,CO2 (TCO2 ,o (t) − TCO2 ,i ) + Mco2 cp,CO2

dTco2
dt

(14)

where TCO2 ,o and TCO2 ,i represent the temperature at the outlet and inlet of the fluidized bed heat
exchanger, respectively. Mco2 and dTco2 /dt represent the mass and temperature variation with time of the
CO2 in the control volume. TCO2 ,i is constant because the sCO2 is entering the system always at the same
temperature, 823 K in the present study. The small variations of the fluid properties with temperature
(density and specific heat) are neglected in Equation 14 for simplicity. The assumption of perfect mixing
in the fluidized bed means that all the solids are at the same temperature at each time instant, thus Ts
depends only on time for the fluidized bed heat exchanger. Thermal equilibrium of the gas and solids can
be also assumed for the fluidized bed heat exchanger due to the high heat transfer area and local convection
heat transfer coefficient. Therefore the temperature at the outlet of the sCO2 is considered equal to the
temperature of the solids at each time instant, TCO2 ,o = Ts , as well as the temperature of the CO2 in the
control volume, TCO2 = Ts . Finally, the lumped capacitance approach can be applied to solve the differential
Equations 13 and 14, for small solid particles for which the Biot number is low. The following expression is
obtained for the time evolution of the temperature of the sCO2 at the outlet:
Ts (t) = TCO2 ,o (t) = exp(−t/τ )(Ts,i − TCO2 ,i ) + TCO2 ,i

15

(15)

where Ts,i is the initial solids temperature (973 K) and τ is the characteristic thermal time of the problem:
τ=

ms cp,s + mCO2 ,cv cp,CO2
ṁCO2 cp,CO2

(16)

The results obtained from Equation 15 are also included in Figure 7. Note that the small differences
are due to the fact that Equation 15 has been calculated assuming constant properties for the sCO2 at a
temperature of 898 K and that the outlet gas temperature has been sampled slightly above the surface of the
bed. Looking at Equations 15 and 16, the time evolution of the outlet temperature of the fluidized bed heat
exchanger will be identical provided that the working conditions of mass flow rate of sCO2 , temperature
difference, and mass of heated particles remain constant.
The capability of the sCO2 flow leaving the heat exchanger to generate mechanical power in a thermodynamic cycle depends on the outlet temperature. Therefore, a simple way to characterise this capability is
employing the Carnot efficiency using the outlet temperature of the sCO2 as the hot reservoir and assuming
the cold reservoir at a temperature slightly above ambient temperature (Tc = 313 K). The time evolution
of ηCarnot is shown in Figure 8a.
ηCarnot = 1 −

Tc
TCO2 ,o

(17)

Furthermore, characterisation of the capability of the fixed and fluidized heat exchangers to generate
mechanical power can be done in more detail in terms of exergy or availability. In thermodynamics, the
exergy or availability of a system is the maximum useful work possible during a process that brings the system
into equilibrium with a heat reservoir. This means that exergy is the energy available to be transformed
into work. The capability to generate mechanical power is obtained by calculating the increase in the
availability of the sCO2 flow circulating through each heat exchanger. Combining the first and second laws
of thermodynamics [78], an availability balance for a control volume can be postulated and the availability
change between the inlet and the outlet in the heat exchanger can be expressed as:

∆Ȧ = ṁo ao − ṁi ai

(18)

where ∆a = ao − ai = (io − ii ) − T0 (so − si ) + (c2o − c2i )/2 + (zo − zi )g, with i and s the enthalpy and
entropy of the fluid, respectively. T0 is the temperature of a reference state which has been selected here as
the sCO2 inlet conditions. The variations of kinetic and potential energy between the inlet ant the outlet of
the exchanger can be neglected and the variations of enthalpy and entropy can be estimated using the ideal
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gas model with constant specific heats (see Figure 2:
io − ii = cp (To − Ti )
so − si = cp ln

(19)

To
γ − 1 po
− cp
ln
Ti
γ
pi

(20)

where γ is the ratio of specific heats. Using Equations 19, 20 and 21, ∆Ȧ can be calculated just as a function
of the temperature increase and pressure drop:


 



TCO2 ,o
γ−1
pCO2 ,o − ∆pCO2
∆Ȧ = ṁCO2 cp,CO2 (TCO2 ,o − TCO2 ,i ) − TCO2 ,i ln
−
ln
(21)
TCO2 ,i
γ
pCO2 ,i
where pCO2 ,i is the pressure of the sCO2 at the inlet of the heat exchanger (200 bar in the present study)
and ∆pCO2 is the pressure drop through the bed and the distributor. A distributor with a pressure drop
of 30% the pressure drop due to the weight of the particles (∆pCO2 = ρs gh0 αs ) at Umf conditions is
considered as a typical design point [79], and the pressure drop of the bed is extracted at each time of the
simulation. The pressure drop through the distributor should be calculated considering the temperature
of the fluidizing agent, as stated by Sánchez-Prieto et al. [80]. The same design condition is used for the
fixed and fluidized bed for simplicity and to make the comparison consistent. The design condition of the
30% bed pressure drop is applied at minimum fluidization conditions and then the pressure drop through
the distributor is calculated for each bed with its corresponding superficial gas velocity. The results of the
increase in availability of the sCO2 flow can be found in Figure 8b, which shows the time evolution of ∆Ȧ.
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Figure 8: Time evolution of the Carnot efficiency (a) and increase of availability of the sCO2 between the inlet and the outlet,
∆Ȧ, (b) for the fixed and fluidized bed heat exchangers.

Carnot efficiency as well as the increase in availability of the gas when the bed is operated under fixed
17

conditions is maximum during the time interval in which the outlet temperature is maximum. Then, ηCarnot
and ∆Ȧ for the fixed bed heat exchanger suddenly decrease also at a rate proportional to this temperature.
In the case of the fluidized bed, ηCarnot and ∆Ȧ decrease exponentially following the same trend as the
average temperature of the solids in the bed. In view of Figure 8, the the effect of differences in pressure
drop in the fixed and fluidized bed heat exchangers is negligible, i.e. the trend of the Carnot efficiency, which
depends only on the temperature, is the almost the same than ∆Ȧ. The effect of the pressure drop can
be appreciated only during the first time instants, where ∆Ȧ is maximum in both cases and the maximum
of ∆Ȧ for the fluidized is lower than for the fixed bed due to the higher pressure drop. Then, the major
contribution to the change in ∆Ȧ is because the gas temperature variation.
Following Johnson et al. [16], the fractional exergetic efficiency can be calculated to further compare the
fixed and fluidized beds. The fractional exergetic efficiency represents the exergy recovered by the system
over the exergy that could be recovered from a perfect thermal reservoir from tini = 0 s to the final time
tf in :

R tf in h
ηEx =

tini

h

(TCO2 ,o − TCO2 ,i ) − TCO2 ,o ln

TCO2 ,o
TCO2 ,i

i

T

i

dt
(22)

s,i
(Ts,i − TCO2 ,i ) − TCO2 ,o ln TCO
∆trec
,i
2

where ∆trec = tf in − tini is the recovery time interval. The results of applying Equation 22 to the
simulation data are given in Figure 9, where ηEx was calculated using the inlet temperature of the CO2 as
reference, similarly to Equation 21. Instead of a single value, the time evolution of ηEx is represented for the
time interval analysed, ∆trec . According to the definition, ηEx strongly depends on the storage/recovery
time. As Figure 9 reflects, ηEx behaves similarly to ηCarnot and ∆Ȧ, indicating that the fixed bed heat
exchanger enables to reach the maximum value possible of ηEx during longer times than the fluidized bed
heat exchanger. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows also that the fractional exergetic efficiency is higher for the
fixed bed than for the fluidized bed for the whole time evolution. This is so because ηEx is a cumulative
magnitude of the area below the curves of Figure 8b and the fixed bed has higher values of ∆Ȧ in shorter
times than the fluidized bed. In contrast to the results shown in Figure 8b, where ∆Ȧ becomes higher for
the fluidized bed at larger times.
However, pressure drop in the bed can influence the parasitic pumping consumption of the plant. Therefore, it is important to quantify its effect separately from the increase of availability. The mean value of the
pressure drop, including the pressure drop of the distributor, is 13.73 kPa and 3.01 kPa for the fluidized
and fixed bed, respectively. In the fluidized bed case, the particles are fully supported by the gas as the
superficial gas velocity, U0 , corresponds to a velocity higher than the minimum fluidization velocity, Umf ,
whereas in the fixed bed case U0 < Umf , which means that the particles are partially supported by the gas.
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Figure 9: Time evolution of the fractional exergetic efficiency, ηEx , for the fixed and fluidized bed heat exchangers.

In the fluidized bed case, the pressure drop is basically the weight of the particles and the gas in addition to
the pressure drop of the distributor. In the fixed bed case, the main contribution is the pressure drop of the
distributor since the bed is below the fluidization regime and the bulk of the particles is not suspended by
the fluidizing agent. Then, the overall value of ∆p is lower in the fixed bed case because the gas velocities
are lower and the design point is the same as in the fluidized bed case. In absolute terms, the pressure drop
differences between the fixed and fluidized bed can be considered negligible since the sCO2 leaves the beds
at a pressure of 200 bar. Nonetheless, in relative terms, the fluidized bed case presents a pressure drop of
around 4 times the pressure drop of the fixed bed.
Figure 10a shows the average solids temperature, Ts , which is Ts spatially averaged in the whole bed at
each time instant. The decrease of average solids temperature is faster in the fixed bed than in the fluidized
bed heat exchanger. Therefore, the recovery time to heat up the solid particles of the storage system again
for the next operation cycle can be done earlier in the fixed bed while much longer times are required in
the fluidized bed. For example, ∼ 100 s are required for the fixed bed to reach a ∼ 95% of the asymptotic
temperature whereas ∼ 150 s are needed in the case of the fluidized bed heat exchanger. Figure 10b depicts
the total energy, E, absorbed by the sCO2 , calculated as the energy released from the solids to the sCO2 ,
which is determined considering the averaged solids temperature in the whole bed, Ts :
E = −ms cps (Ts − Ts,i )

(23)

During the first time instants, the evolution of the energy, E, is almost the same for both configurations,
however the rate of energy absorbed by the gas, dE/dt, in the case of the fluidized bed heat exchanger is
progressively reduced while the outlet temperature of the sCO2 decreases. In contrast, the rate of the energy
absorbed by the sCO2 in the fixed bed heat exchanger is constant during the time period for which the outlet
temperature of sCO2 is maximum and, after this period, the energy absorbed rate is reduced drastically.
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Figure 10: Time evolution of the average solids temperature, Ts (a) and the total energy absorbed by the gas, E, (b), for the
bed under fixed and fluidized conditions.

Notice also that both curves tend to the same value of E(t → ∞), which corresponds to the initial thermal
energy contained in the bed particles relative to the gas inlet temperature E = ms cp,s (Ts,i −TCO2 ,i ). However
the fixed bed heat exchanger reaches this value much faster than the fluidized bed exchanger.
3.2. Fixed bed parametric study
From the above analysis, the optimal configuration for the heat recovery application proposed is that
of fixed bed, for the same working conditions in the fixed and fluidized beds, i.e., same mass flow rate of
sCO2 , temperature difference, and mass of heated particles. During a short period of time, the fixed bed
configuration of the heat exchanger permits the reduction of the average solids temperature while maintaining
a maximum outlet temperature for the sCO2 flow, i.e., maximizing the availability of the flow to generate
mechanical power (Figure 8). Therefore, the discharge of energy from the solid particles to the sCO2 is
much more efficient under fixed conditions and thus the energy absorption by the sCO2 is also faster (Figure
10b). Therefore, a comparison of fixed bed regime under different conditions (Table 2) can be performed to
find the effect of varying the sCO2 mass flow rate on the behaviour of the system (Configurations 2, 3 and
4).
Figure 11 shows the outlet gas temperature, TCO2 ,o , horizontally averaged, the increase of availability of
the sCO2 in the heat exchangers, ∆Ȧ; the average solids temperature, Ts , and the total energy, E, absorbed
by the sCO2 for the different configurations of the fixed bed as a function of time (Table 2). An increase
of the mass flow rate of sCO2 , ṁCO2 , reduces the time period for which the outlet temperature of sCO2
is maximum. The energy absorbed by the sCO2 approaches its maximum value sooner with an increase of
ṁCO2 . Furthermore, the increase of the availability also starts to diminish earlier from its maximum value
for higher sCO2 mass flow rates, but this maximum value is greater since it is directly proportional to ṁCO2
20

(Equation 21). Therefore, counteracting effects are present when analysing ∆Ȧ. Increasing ṁCO2 increases
also the maximum value of ∆Ȧ but, in contrast, this maximum is maintained during a shorter period of
time. Both the reduction of the average solids temperature and the increase of the energy absorbed are
accelerated when the mass flow rate of sCO2 is increased. The solids are cooled faster and, therefore, the
energy released by the solids is absorbed by the sCO2 sooner.
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Figure 11: Time evolution of the outlet gas temperature, Tg , (a), increase of availability of the gas, ∆Ȧ, (b), average solids
temperature, Ts , (c) and the total energy accumulated by the gas, E, (d), for the different configurations of fixed bed.

For a real application, the selection of the sCO2 mass flow rate should be based on the capability of the
plant to heat up the solid particles of the storage system. These solids of the fixed bed heat exchanger should
be reheated once the sCO2 outlet temperature starts to decrease, which is when the solids temperature at
the top of the bed tends to the inlet temperature of the sCO2 . This recovery time, tr , can be estimated as
the time when the increase of availability of gas, ∆Ȧ, starts to decrease. Figure 11b shows that the mass
flow rate is inverse proportional to the recovery time. tr is obtained here as the time needed to reach the
21

95% of the maximum value of ∆Ȧ. A curve fitting can be performed to relate ṁCO2 and tr obtained in the
simulation. Given a recovery time, ṁCO2 can be obtained from the curve fitting and the diameter of the
heat exchanger can be calculated as:
s
Dbed =

4
mCO
˙ 2
π ρCO2 UU Umf

(24)

mf

A fixed bed regime must be ensured in Equation 24, i.e., U0 < Umf , since this is the optimal configuration
for the heat recovery application analysed in terms of the outlet sCO2 flow availability.
The calculation procedure described above is summarised in Figure 12, where the curve fitting to relate
ṁCO2 and tr is combined with the calculation of the bed diameter using Equation 24. The points used to
obtain the fitting, which are extracted from the simulation results of Configurations 2, 3, 4 and 5, are also
included in the figure. As commented before, these points correspond to the time needed to reach the 95%
of the maximum value of ∆Ȧ for each ṁCO2 in the cases simulated. It is worth to mention that the recovery
times obtained could be augmented by increasing the mass of heated particles. These particles could be
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Figure 12: Recovery time, tr and diameter on the fixed bed heat exchanger, Dbed as a function of the mass flow rate of sCO2 ,
ṁCO2 for the fixed bed conditions analysed.

4. Conclusions
In the present work, numerical simulations using the Two Fluid Model have been carried out to study
the fluidization when using supercritical CO2 as fluidizing agent for heat recovery applications. The main
goal is to increase the efficiency of the heat recovery of CSP applications where energy is stored as sensible
heat in a granular material. This granular material can be just the material of a thermal storage tank but
also the particles coming from a falling particle receiver.
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The technical feasibility of using either a fluidized bed or a fixed bed as direct contact heat exchanger
has been analysed. The analysis has been performed based on the temperature of solids, the temperature
of the CO2 at the outlet of the heat exchanger and the resulting increase in energy and availability of the
CO2 stream. The simulation results show that fixed bed leads to an increase of the CO2 availability during
longer time compared to fluidized bed. Since the objective of the present study is the exergy recovery of
heat from the solids to the working fluid, a fixed bed heat exchanger is more suitable than a fluidized bed.
As a result, different fixed bed configurations have been analysed in this work to analyse the heat recovery
time.

Nomenclature

A

Availability [J]

ai

Specific availability of the fluid at the inlet of the control volume [J/kg]

ao

Specific availability of the fluid at the outlet of the control volume [J/kg]

c2i /2

Specific kinetic energy at the inlet [J/kg]

c2o /2

Specific kinetic energy at the outlet [J/kg]

cp,g

Gas specific heat at constant pressure [J/kgK]

cp,s

Solids specific heat [J/kgK]

cp

Specific heat at constant pressure [J/kgK]

Db

Bubble diameter [m]

Dbed

Bed diameter [m]

ds

Dense phase particle diameter [m]

E

Total energy absorbed by the CO2 [J]

es

Coefficient of restitution [−]

~g

Gravity [m2 /s]

H

Bed height [m]

Hw

Heat transfer coefficient between each phase and the wall [W/K]
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Hgs

Gas−solid interphase heat transfer [W]

h0

Static bed height [m]

hgs

Convection coefficient between gas and solid phase [W/K]

I

Unity matrix [−]

ii

Specific enthalpy at the inlet [J/kg]

io

Specific enthalpy at the outlet [J/kg]

Kgs

Drag force between gas and solids [kg/m3 s]

kg

Gas conductivity [W/mK]

kΘ

Diffusion coefficient for granular energy [kg/ms]

ks

Effective solid phase conductivity [W/mK]

ṁg

Mass flow rate of gas [kg/s]

ṁCO2

Mass flow rate of CO2 [kg/s]

ms

Mass of solid particles [kg]

MCO2

Mass of CO2 in the control volume [kg]

Nu

Nusselt number [−]

Nodes

Number of computational nodes [−]

Pr

Prandtl number [−]

p

Pressure [Pa]

pg

Gas pressure [Pa]

pi

Inlet pressure [Pa]

po

Outlet pressure [Pa]

ps

Solids pressure [Pa]

pCO2 ,i

Inlet pressure of the CO2 [Pa]

pCO2 ,o

Outlet pressure of the CO2 [Pa]
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Q̇s

Heat transfer rate dissipated from the solids [W]

Q̇CO2

Heat transfer rate absorbed by the CO2 [W]

~qg

Gas conductive heat flux [W]

~qs

Solid phase conductive heat flux [W]

Re

Reynolds number [−]

si

Specific entropy at the inlet [J/kgK]

so

Specific entropy at the outlet [J/kgK]

T

Temperature [K]

Tg

Gas temperature [K]

T0

Temperature of the reference state [K]

TCO2 ,i

CO2 inlet temperature [K]

TCO2 ,o

CO2 outlet temperature [K]

TCO2

CO2 temperature [K]

Tc

Temperature of the cold reservoir[K]

Ti

Temperature at the inlet [K]

To

Temperature at the outlet [K]

Ts,i

Initial solid phase temperature [K]

Ts

Solid phase temperature [K]

Tw

Wall temperature [K]

Ts

Averaged solid phase temperature [K]

t

Time [s]

tf in

Final time of the recovery [s]

tini

Initial time of the recovery [s]

tr

Recovery time [s]
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U0 /Umf

Dimensionless gas superficial velocity [−]

U0

Superficial gas velocity [cm/s]

Umf

Minimum fluidization velocity [cm/s]

V

Volume [m3 ]

~vg

Gas velocity [m/s]

~vs

Solids velocity [m/s]

W

Bed width [m]

x

Horizontal coordinate [m]

y

Vertical coordinate [m]

zi g

Specific potential energy at the inlet [J/kg]

zo g

Specific potential energy at the outlet [J/kg]

Greek letters
αg

Gas volume fraction [−]

αs

Solids volume fraction [−]

∆Ȧ

Increase of availability in the CO2 [W]

∆s

Grid size in the computational domain [mm]

∆trec

Recovery time interval [s]

δb

Bubble fraction in the bed [−]

ηCarnot

Carnot efficiency [%]

ηEx

Fractional exergetic efficiency [−]

γΘ

Collisional dissipation of Θ [m2 /s2 ]

γ

Specific heats ratio [−]

µg

Gas viscosity [Pa s]

µs

Solids viscosity [Pa s]
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τg

Gas stress tensor [Pa]

τs

Solids stress tensor [Pa]

Φ

Angle of internal friction [deg]

ρg

Gas density [kg/m3 ]

ρs

Dense phase particle density [kg/m3 ]

τ

Characteristic thermal time [s]

Θ

Granular temperature [m2 /s2 ]
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